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Summer Saturday Rain J.R.Alley 
Saturday afternoon 
was a blown-up 
picture of Zally 
Yanovsky and his 
n akcr and the 
same ver e of a ong 
playing over and over in my head. 
Rain pelted down on his freedom day 
and pulled the sun worshippers 
from the back yard bar-b-q 's and 
back into the shackles of suburban 
look-alike-in-a-perfect-line houses. 
TRIUMPH: 
Saturday I walked in 
the rain and owned 
the sidewalks and 
purposely stepped 
on every damn crack. 
Eyes peered 
from windows, the sun shine was 
drowned by silver-gray droplets 
that I caught on my tongue. 
The front yard and patio thrones 
frown as their gay flowers strain 
to rear their ugly painted faces 
against the rain. 
Lawn furniture looks so out-of-place 
in a summer's rain storm . .. 
like an old piano in a garage 
begging for a small child's hand 
to thump its keys and marvel at the sound. 
Ran .. . boards up door and windows 
in summer. 
The badminton net and bicycles 
have grown still ... 
Small voices stop-they pray silently for sun. 
Women take their sun-oiled 
bodies back indoors to grow once again pale. 
And old men's hammocks sadly fill with rain .. . 
three 
Saturday, 
the rain tapped on my window 
and invited me out. 
Newly washed air filled my mouth; 
the rain drops cleansed my face. 
Rain is real!} for the lonely ones, a friend: 
the droplets caress 
the skin with icy fingers; 
it hoovers and holds you­
a lover from the sky. 
It touches the lips, 
closes the eyelids as you look 
up into it. 
The rain grows puddles you can splash in; 
Wash your mind in; 
Bathe your soul in . 
Rain is for the lonely .. . 
for those who have to take pictures of 
themselve reflecting in muddy wavering puddles; 
for those who want to hide because it's summer again, 
for those who need omc love ... any cason. 
And for those who think of Zally Yanov ky 
in sneakers while they paddle 
in their own sad soggy shoes 
















Star hinc bright on vcning sky 
"Om" rise from within side street canyons and 
Fall into laughter of stone 
Night of dust and ashtrays begins and ends 
Ovalface hairhanging missingeye man 
Stand in corner shaping tinfoil 
(He has a purpose in mind) 
Glass held by female fingers 
Falls to a floor 
Scream!! 
Talk fall only to rise 
Building skyscrapers 
Of Noun Verb Pronoun etc. etc. 
Another nightday in rock'n'rollville 
I believe Mr. Ginsberg Leary Alpert Huntley Cronkite 
Jones Doe. You children have taken refuge in another 
part of town. Don't go down-Don't even show your face 
around. Your boy & girls know you, they call you a clown. 
Ring around 
Ring around 
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War1s Salvages 
G. B. Pacernick 
When a man's body has been eaten away, there's nothing left 
but his head, neck, shoulders and part of his torso 
attached to a wooden platform mobilized by roller skates. 
With his arms and hands pushing against the sidewalk 
he is a man robbed from the grave, doomed to skate for his life; 
he is a human amphibian-still underwater, underground. 
And yet here he is wheeling what is left of him, 
lost among tourists, businessmen on lunch-breaks, secretaries. 
No one sees him. No one stops to stare. And yet here he is. 
This man, this veteran, this vampire, this nation has been saved 
from communism; it has been made safe and clean for democracy. 
So what if the streets are filled with corpses and the ghouls 
that eat them? No one sees the leftover bones and tissue thrown 
jnto waste receptacles, buried, dumped underwater, 
underground. Who hears the siren sound of the skate-wheels 
exploding against the cracked cement of the sidewalks 
littered with the manufactured waste of hordes of the saved, 
falling from the dark sky in parachutes, bursting through 
sidewalks with arms and hands held high in the air; shouting 
surrender, surrender, surrender, surrender. surrender, surrender. 
A thin knife of a man lingers in a doorway. A slit in the city's wall. 
eleven 




Sammy sat sweating in his grimy undershirt and read the 
comics. His three-day-old beard had begun to irritate him, 
so he scratched it. He heard Mama in the kitchen, humming 
lilting Italian melodies to herself and rattling pots and pans 
for dinner. 
"Sammy!" Mama sang loudly. 
''Yes, Mama," said Sammy, concentrating on "Li'l 
Ahner." 
·'Sammy, I talked to little Anna next door today." 
"Anna's not little, Mama. She's thirty years old." 
"Yes, I know, Sammy, but she's such a nice girl." Mama 
stuck her head out the kitchen door. "Don't you think 
she's a nice girl, Sammy?" 
Sammy finished 'Andy Capp" and turned to the sports 
pages. 
"Sammy, you aren't listening." 
He pulled a half-smoked cigar from his trouser pocket and 
lit it. He drew in the gray smoke hungrily. He forgot about 
his itching face. 
Mama made a great pretense of coughing. 
"Oh, Sammy! Don't you know smoking does such terri­
ble thing-" 
"Please, Mama, I know. You were talking about Anna." 
''Yes, nice little Anna," said Mama, smiling. "She and I 
talked today about such things you never heard. Don't you 
think Anna is a nice girl, Sammy?" 
''The Yankees are still in first place." 
"Sammy, listen to me. Don't you think Anna is a nice 
girl?" 
"Sure, Mama. She's a sweet kid, but a babe she's not." 
"Sammy!" 
"I'm sorry, Mama. Anna's a very nice girl." 
Mama beamed excitedly. "Oh, Sammy, I'm so glad you 
say that!" 
''] wonder if I can get a ticket to the World Series?" 
Sammy thought aloud. 
"Oh, the lucky man who marries Anna! Don't you think 
he would be lucky, Sammy?" 
"Lucky? Sure, Mama. Lucky." 
"And Anna - she makes a wife any man would want." 
"Sure, Mama." 
"Oh, Sammy!" She embraced him, tears welling up in her 
eyes. "You make your Mama very proud of you today!" 
Sammy's arms flailed helplessly. "What, Mama? What?" 
'You and Anna going to be very happy together. I make 
wedding for this Sunday." 
Sammy fell back in his chair and almost swallowed his 
cigar. "Wedding? Me?" 
" h, my! So many things to do! I'll tell Anna the good 
news. No, you tell her!" 
"Wedding?" 
"Never mind, Sammy. I tell her!" Mama rushed to the 
door, crying, bahbling. "Oh, Sammy! You make me so 
proud!" 
She ran out the door. She reappeared a second later. "Oh, 
Sammy, I'm so happy for you!" 
"Wedding?" 
Mama blew him a kiss and was gone. 
Sammy swallowed hard. He wasn't sure he knew what 
had happened. Himself married? And to Anna of all 
women? He shivered. 
Mama would soon be back. He hurried to the living room 
and transferred twenty dollars from the sofa cushion to his 
pocket. He stamped out his cigar on the floor. 
"Wedding?" he marvelled to himself. 
Sammy shivered again and tore out through the doorway, 
down the stairs, and onto the street. He waved frantically at 
the first cab that passed. 





I've caught you again, 
with your eight year old fingers 
in the cookie jar. 
Come here a minute. 
That dirt on your face must go back 
to last Wednesday, at least. 
And let me tie the shoe lace on that sneaker 
with the red ball on the back. 
Catches the sparks when you run fast, huh. 
No, you keep Willie Mays and Johnny Bench, 
and get out of here with that face and your Red Ball 
sneakers. 
I'll sit here and have some milk and cookies myself, 
and Mom won't ever know the difference. 
thirteen 
Something to Do 
John Davis 
Ace cupped his chin in the palms of his hands. Two of the 
last four hours Ace had spent in the university had been 
spent staring at the writing on the bottom of page 216 of 
his American history book. The writing said, "If you want 
to see a ship sink, turn to page 416." Ace just could not 
make up his mind if he did or did not want to see a ship 
sink. 
"What 'cha readin' Ace?" 
The voice came from over his shoulder. It was X. Ace 
didn't move. 
"Go away," he said. 
"I repeat most noble and diligent of scholars. What are 
you reading?" 
"Fuck off," Ace said. "I'm not going." 
"Not going where?" 
"Where ever you want me to go. I'm not going." 
X clasped his hands behind his back and looked over 
Ace's shoulder. 
"American history, huh? Pretty good reading is it Ace?" 
"Fuck off." 
"How much more of that book before the semester ends 
Ace?" 
Ace thought of the 400 pages, and all the other page in 
all the other books that had to be read, but didn't an wer. 
X straightened his Pittsburg Pirate hat and made his 
move. 
"Listen, Ace, I've been considering a little jaunt out 
toward the West Coast. Thought I'd drop by and see if 
perhaps you'd like to accompany me. We could mosey on 
down to the book store, hawh, sell that A. History book 
and all the others and be out of Penn. by dawn. 
Ace turned in his chair and looked at X. 
"X" he said, "you can talk till the walls of the hallowed 
halls of this dump tum to gold. I'm not leaving." 
72 hours later Ace stood behind X on a rolling, barren 
country road somewhere near the middle of Missouri. 
Ace really never had a chance. X was a "master of 
conviction" and Ace was a sucker for the road. He was 
improving however. It took X three hours to convince him 
this time. The second trip took two, the first, ten minutes. 
Ace's argument for the second trip was lack of funds. 
"How can we travel across the country with only $4.75 ?" 
"Follow me." 
Ace followed X into the Triangle, the campus pool hall. 
He took a seat adjacent to X's table and watched as X went 
to work. 
X broke up a nine ball rack and tried unsuccessfully to 
sink the one. After a few more futile attempts, a gangly, 
pimple faced kid of 17 or 18 who had been scrutinizing X's 
stake, strutted over and asked X if he cared for a game. X 
agreed and set the wager at a quarter a game, far less than 
the kid had hoped. 
X, though trying, lost the first four games and began to 
wonder if he had made a mistake when the kid popped the 
question. 
"You holding any dope man?" The kid spit the word 
dope out in the hippest way possible . 
"Might be," answered X, surveying the table. 
X had always had the longest hair on campus and was , 
therefore, automatically considered an expert on the pro­
curement of any form of narcotic . Fact was, X rarely if ever 
even smoked, didn't know where it could be found, and 
didn't care. 
"Waddya got?" the kid asked. 
"Waddya need?" 
"I could use a little grass, ya got some grass?" 
"Might have ." 
"Whaddya mean migh t?" 
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X missed his shot, the kid didn't notice, and X shot again. 
"Listen, kid, I don't deal small. How much ya want?" 
"How bout a dime bag?" the kid asked timidly. 
"No way, kid." 
"God, man, how much ya got?" 
X put his cue down and placed his hands flat on the table. 
He looked at the kid. 
"Kid, for 200 I can get you some of the finest grass 
grown in the world. If you can get $200 together." 
"I can get the money," the kid said, glancing from side to 
side. 
"Be back here at 12:30. Out back." 
"Right,''. the kid said, grabbing his jacket to leave. 
He looked over his shoulder, leaned toward X and 
whispered, "What kind a grass is it?" 
X glanced over his shoulder and whispered back, "Ken-
tucky blue." 
"Gee Yea Wow" 
"Shh" 
Ace choked. 
X watched the kid leave and turned to smile at Ace. 
Ace was choking. 
Ace interrupted the Missouri stillness. 
"Where are we?" 
X was rummaging through his pack, searching for his 
Cardinal's hat. 
"We are, sir, in the great state of Missouri. Home of the 
Cardinals of St. Louis. Home of Bess and Harry S. Truman, 
the man who stopped the buck. Home of noble cities and 
ancient roads. Who knows, dear Ace, but the very spot of 
earth that supports you now, may well have supported the 
horses that bore the brothers James and Younger. You 
wanted American history? You're standing in it." 
"I'm standing in mud," Ace answered. 
"But historical mud," X corrected. 
"All right, historical mud. I've been standing in historical 
mud in the middle of Missouri for five hours. And do you 
know how many cars have passed in those five hours?" 
"How many?" X asked, adjusting his Cardinal hat. 
"Seven," Ace said. 
"A lucky number." 
"Bull shit." 
"Look." 
Ace turned his head eastward. 
"My God, X, that's a CAR. I'd almost forgotten." 
"Right on. Let me up front." 
X took his position in front of Ace, pulled his hat down 
so the driver could clearly see the St. Louis, and stuck out 
his thumb. 
"This'll get 'em." 
The car sped by. 
"Damn," said Ace. 
"Wade a minute," X shouted, "that car is STOPPING." 
The travelers picked up their bags and ran to the waiting 
Ford. 
"Howdy," said X, opening the door. 
"Howdy," said the driver, "Where you boys headed?" 
"West," said X. "Where you going?" 
"Bout 50 miles up. Hop in." 
Ace pulled the seat up and got in the back. X sat next to 
the front window . 
The driver turned around and stuck his hand out to Ace. 
"I'm Jake. That's Fred." 
Ace shook his hand and turned to Fred on his left. 
"Fred takes care of the beer. Ya want a beer?" 
Fred handed them beers before they could answer yes. 
"Ok," Jake said, "let's go." 
Jake put the car in gear and pulled out onto the highway. 
"You boys ready for a little excitement?" 
X had learned to hate that question. 
"What ya got in mind?" 
"Well, w tch.'' 
Jake pulled the old Ford to the opposite lane. They were 
approaching a hill. When the car reached the base of the 
hill, Jake reached forward and pushed off the lights. 
"What we do now is go bopping over the top of the hill 
on the left side. There's really no danger. No one travels 
this road anymore and with no moon it's easy to see cars 
approaching. But its something to do. It's a strange feeling, 
man." 
"Yah. I would guess," X said. 
The car climbed to the top of the hill and dipped over. 
"Waddya think?" Jake asked. 
"Well to tell you the truth," Ace said, "I've always been a 
little partial to the right side of the road." 
Fred pushed another beer into Ace's hand. "Here, drink 
this. It'll help." 
Jake steered the car back into the right hand lane. 
"Tell you boys what," he said, "there's one more good 
size hill up here. We'll do it there an' call it quits. Whaddya 
say?" 
"Good enough," said X, "what the hell." 
"Ok," said Jake. 
As the car approached the hill Ace leaned back and said 
an act of contrition. X looked alternately from the ap­
proaching hill to the speedometer . It read 85. When Jake 
reached the base of the hill, he shifted lanes and pressed the 
accelerator to the floor. 
X steadied his shaking hand on the dash and strained his 
eyes to see a sign of light at the hill top. 
Jake belched a gutteral laugh and pressed his foot hard to 
the floor. 
Just before they reached the top, Ace shut his eyes. 
Suddenly, from out of black, a streak in the right lane 
zoomed by in a rush of wind and noise. 
X screamed and turned instinctively around. 
"Oh my God. Oh God," said Ace. 
X looked at the driver. 
"Stop," he said. 
Jake took his foot off the accelerator and coasted to a 
stop. 
X grabbed his pack and got out. He stared at Ace as he 
followed. Jake pulled the Ford back to the highway and 
moved away slowly. X stared at the car. When it had 
crested the next hill, he looked back to Ace. 
Ace was walking east. 
Ji/teen 
The Crime by Lewis Carlton Rhodes
Friday - November 23, 1973, 9:30 P.M. John Smith was 
working in the bedroom. He'd been late tonight. He had 
stopped at Casey's Tavern. He always went there whenever 
his thoughts wandered back. It had been nearly a month. 
Tonight he'd taken more than the usual beer and wine. 
He'd downed several scotches and Casey hadn't even 
counted the whiskies. Casey was a true friend, something 
that John needed at times like that. He never charged him 
anything despite the amount. Every time John came in 
Casey would leave his other customers to spend some time 
talking with him. They talked mostly of themselves and the 
neighborhood. Occasionally about the world ... "went to 
the Doctor's today ... yeah, Mrs. Jenkins' pregnant again 
... third time ...Tom's back from Vietnam ... " But it 
would always drift back to John's wife. How beautiful she 
had been. Such a beautiful person. About how it had 
happened. 
Casey said it was a crime that nothing had been done. 
"It's the work of the Klan," he said. "Just some Whiteys' 
afraid to do anything in the open. Their idea of having 
fun." John listened agreed. Casey could talk indefinitely 
about the Klan. He'd been victim to it himself. Had almost 
been hung. "Police knows who done it. Might've done it 
themselves." John listened, agreed, thought of his wife 
hanging from the tree in his back yard. He couldn't forget a 
single detail. The sheet covering her bare body, the words, 
"die niggers, die" painted in black on it. Two days after the 
murder of his wife, he'd been fired. "Too much bad 
publicity, John." Yeah, that's what they had said. "Bad for 
good business. Nothing against your color." And the police. 
"No leads. Nothing we can do." There had been a small riot 
in the little city as a result of his wife's death. And 
everybody was talking about the crimes that had taken 
place. John hadn't been able to find another job so he'd 
created his own. 
John had worked in twenty houses since then, all of them 
white homes. And now he was beginning to feel a certain 
excellence in his work. He'd developed a system. It hadn't 
failed him before. It would be a crime if it did. Usually he 
worked while the residents were away but once he had used 
his skills in the presence of the occupants of one of the 
largest homes in the little city. They'd watched him. He'd 
s id omething about the lighting system being defective. 
And as usual it had worked. Although he was successful he 
still couldn't, didn't enjoy his work. He convinced himself 
that it was of necessity not enjoyment that he worked. No 
one knew or suspected what he did - except maybe Casey. 
But Casey was a true friend. He never asked or said 
anything. 
And now he was finished for tonight. He had searched the 
entire house. He was preparing to leave the bedroom. He 
had found two maybe three thousand dollars in paper bags 
under the beds. His eyes and hands were becoming experi­
enced and he relied on them heavily. They were tools of his 
trade. He'd taken all the jewelry he'd found, even the 
trading stamps that he had found in a metal box in the 
kitchen. He'd put it all in a brown suitcase he'd found in 
the bedroom closet. He eyed the bedroom slowly and 
certainly. He'd done a good job. He was certain that he had 
taken all that he could and found all that could be taken. 
He'd been careful not to upset the order of the room, even 
straightened the rugs on the bedroom floor. Carefully he 
had remade the beds and closed all the dresser drawers 
except one. There was no telltale sign of his work. He had 
done a good job - one to be proud of. He took one last 
look at the finished room, picked up the brown suitcase 
and left. 
He was preparing to leave the apartment when he realized 
that he hadn't yet completed his work. There was one 
remaining closet to be searched. It was the main closet, in 
the living room. The door wasn't closed completely. There 
were mostly coats and jackets in it. And rubbers in the 
corner of the floor. And a box. He opened it. There was a 
sheet - .a bed sheet. He took it out. It was a robe made 
from a bed sheet. And it had pockets. In one of the pockets 
he found a ring. The ring - he recognized it. It was like his 
wife's wedding ring. J-Ie thought back to his grief, his 
loneliness, his anger. It was all still with him. And he 
thought of his wife, her cold now decayed body resting in 
the ground. 
Tonight he'd work late. He decided to stay. And he 
waited in the closet, the robe in his left hand, a tool of his 
trade in the other. He continued to think of his wife. Noise! 
A key in the door. He waited in the closet. And he was 








Where have l been? 
l 've been in the company 
Of a wicked woman 
For at least 
i day and L nigh ts 
Sh latch d on co me 
Like a lamprey eel 
I couldn't shake her off. 
A lamprey she was 
A vampire 
That drained my strength 
Through feverish skin. 
She bent my bones 
To the breaking point. 
She sgueezed my chest 
And made me groan 
Until I begged for rest. 
She numbed my brain 
And filled my head 
With excruciating pain. 
Finally, She relented a little 
I struggled to get out of her grasp. 
I said , Lady, 
I don t believe I've had the pleasure 
Of hearing your name 
Or where you're from. 
Oh! She said, 
An oversight on my part. 
In a horrible rasping, gurgling sound 
She tossed her head, 
And fi ed me in rheumy eyes. 
In a voice dripping with contempt 
She waved a honey hand to the East. 
Out there! 
Weakling. 
In the South China Sea 
Where the dawn comes up 
Like thunder, 
And there breeds 
The likes of me. 
On Mapes Avenue,Bronx New York Stuart Ehrlich
Und rncath my feet i a crack in th sidewalk. 
lt' from me gra that ha de idcd t push its way 
to the outside t breath th crisp air and feel the 
throbbing sunshine ca cading ,rnd lti:,hting in 6 ams 
of j and hope. 
wc,ir to d, I aw it. 
People ju t \: alked on it, tried t w,tlk the life away. 
The grass just goe away, only to crack a idewalk in 
anoth r part of the city. 
I'm standing in the park. 
You know, the Bronx Zoo. 
Not too far away from the seal's pit. 
(they are nice, sleek, you know) 
I'm looking at Mapes Avenue. 
That's where I was born. 
The building, my building, is destroyed! 
Gone! 
It used to be big and strong and clean and happy. 
I was born there. 
The building is gone. 
All that is left is a whole block of rub ble; 
broken glass, 
splintered wood, 
bent, mangled steel, 
and a few hreds of new gras . 
I was born there. 
I grew up there, in that building. 
The car drive by there, like they always have . 
I gucs mo t of tho e people driving those cars don't 
sec that tra h filled lot. 
A whole piece of my life. 
The animal in the zoo saw them tear down my building. 
I know they saw. 
They can't tell me they 're sorry. 
After all, they arc just animals in cages. 
What could they know? 
How could they tell me? 
But they did, you know. 
I hear grass is breaking through the sidewalk all 
over the city. 
Some sort of rebellion I hope. 
I am having the animals keep an eye on the neighborhood 
for me. 







l am your id al woman. 
I am secretary of the PTA 
President of the garden club 
And weekly volunteer in the learning center. 
I play bridge once a month 
And lacquer my hair twice a day. 
I have an invisible shield on my kitchen floor 
And no crabgrass in my lawn. 
My eye-shadow is always the proper color 
And my tweeds arc heather-toned. 
My diction is impeccable 
And my vocabulary, of course, contains 
No four-letter words. 
Gracious! 
My Children's faces are scrubbed and polished 
Their shoes are shined 
Their homework is always neat and correct 
And I am proud of them. 
I love my children so much 
That I wouldn't think of buying anything 
But the finest peanut butter for them, 
Or the highest protein cereal. 
And I love them to the highest degree: 
I use Final Touch fabric softener in all my wash. 
It whitens as it softens. 
I love Scott's Liquid Gold 
I adore Ivory Liquid 
And I worship Cascade. 
It doesn,t leave water spots on my glassware. 
What more could you want, 
America? 
twenty-two 






















Crossing The Median Timothy Thornburgh 
[II. 
Jessica. Sweet Jcssica. 
Pop. 500 read the sign 
Perforated and cabbed with bloodrust from bullet past 
pent ca ings litter d th chi tled 
Remain of a cem nt curb crurnblino-
b' 
Twilight fading and the mo quit c dancing 
Around th tr etlam p where the 
Leaf lipped rain ewer opened its tooth le mouth 
But couldn't be heard over the rabble of 
Octavius attacking Anthony on the tubes 
In the livingrooms of the inhabitants of Jessica. 
Sweet Jessica cool evening breeze 
Rustling in the wormed leaf trees 
S~gging over a sidewalk crumpled 
Fissures sporting clusters of milkweed 
Pods exploding in a sandal kicked dream 
Seas of gray tufted seed 
Clinging to my prematurely aged ankles 
Spreading a pernicious weed 
Wild to wreck the well kept lawns 
Of America napping idlely 
While Octavius attacked Anthony. 
twenty-eight 
IX. 
A simple prayer for water 
Dust wringing my sun fried neck 
Dark pools of mud beading 
Streaking my body in salty streams 
Th creekbed cracked and parched 
Kansas wheatplains burning brown-gold 
The asphalt ribbon smoking and soaked 
By the fool's pool always distant 
But o inviting. Sucking on a pebble 
The saliva still flowing but growing thick 
The traffic more a mirage 
Than Lake Michigan in the distance 
Crazy clown who turned around 
Retreating to Kansas City and a motel bed 
With color T.V. and simulation fucking machines 
Just a quarter to jerk-off the universe 
While I walk in the fat fryer 
Two hundred many miles from Colorado. 
The Way Things Are 
by]. Fitzpatrick 
thirty 
There weren't many people in town who could remember 
the last big fire we had. In fact, most of the townspeople 
had seen the fire engine only on Thursday evenings when 
the volunteers drove it around the courthouse after work. 
So the night the alarm bell went off and while the· 
volunteers ran toward the square, everyone stopped what­
ever he was doing, or not doing, listened, and then rushed 
out into the front yard or into the street and waited. 
Those who lived on the south side of town, though, 
didn't have to listen for the scream of the siren and the 
clanging of the bell to know where the fire was. They could 
see the sky glowing above the pine trees down near the 
river. 
Within five minutes mo t everybody in town was moving 
in the direction of the old Davis Place. They stomped out 
through the tobacca fields and down the dirt lanes and 
Indian trails and along ide the country road. And on the 
road, they wheeled along on bicycles and in crowded 
automobiles, stirring up a fog of dust. But if the town folks 
had known how bad it was going to be or what was going to 
happen, they would have left even the older children at 
home. 
I was at Mert's talking to Jeff Whitfield when the alarm 
bell sounded. Mert's is just two doors down from the 
square, so we heard the bell ring loud and clear and stepped 
out and got right in Jeff's Chevy. I noticed Willie Pritchett 
coming out of Allen's Cafe and Bar across the street. As 
Jeff gunned the engine and started off, Willie shouted, 
"Hey, Jeff - gimme a lift?" 
Jeff said, "Sure," and stopped the car just long enough 
for Willie to open the door and put his foot on the running 
board. I knew Jeff didn't particularly like Willie-though he 
didn't dislike Willie either. Jeff felt pretty much like 
everyone else in town felt about Willie since Willie had 
come back from the army. Everyone was proud of him 
because he had served well in the army-he had gotten two 
decorations-but then Willie had started affecting people 
like thunder or as a real hot day affects milk. 
"Wonder where it is?" Willie asked. 
Jeff didn't bother to answer, o I said, "Dun'no Willie. 
Where do you think?" W c arrived at the fire-house just as 
the big engine swung out and the last of the volunteers 
climbed aboard. 
"One of the tobacca barns, maybe," Willie answered. 
"Maybe one of Cannon's; he's firing. ' 
"Maybe," I said. We were moving fast then heading 
toward the River Road, and the fire engine was beating up 
so much gravel and dust I wondered that Jeff could see to 
drive. I was looking up at the sky above the trees to the 
south, but it wasn't until we had passed the Grower's new 
warehouse that you could see the glow above the pine trees. 
"I hate fire," Willie said, in a voice I could barely hear. It 
was soft and quivering as a cat's purr and not at all like the 
voice I remembered Willie having. It had never hit this same 
note when he used to tell about the things he had done in 
the army or before the army. And he repeated, "I hate 
fire," and I knew, then, that he meant it. Nobody else said 
anything. Willie and I watched the glow through the 
swirling dust and Jeff watched the road through the dust 
and we all listened to the screaming siren out in front of us. 
And before long we could all tell it wasn't one of the 
tobacca barns; it was one of the old homes down by the 
river. All of a sudden Willie pulled himself up on the edge 
of the seat and pressed his forehead against the window and 
then I thought what it might be. 
"God, you don't think it's the old Davis Place?" Jeff said, 
and Willie turned and looked at me. I could tell that he had 
thought of it too, thought of all those people trapped in 
that big house. The Davis place had been used as an old 
people's home since right after Martin Davis died and left it 
to the county. Willie said, "Damn, I think so," and pretty 
soon we all knew from where the light was that we were right. 
We swung off the main road and followed the fire engine 
speeding up the Davis driveway toward the mansion. The 
big house stood about a quarter of a mile away behind the 
trees that now looked as if they had been hung with 
hundreds of Japanese lanterns. The fire engine cut across 
the lawn between the trees, but Jeff kept barreling along 
the driveway until we had almost completed the half-circle 
and could see the columned mansion, dark under the bright 
sky. Two great wings of flame rose up on either side of the 
mansion. Jeff stopped the car and we go out and Jeff said 
nervously to Willie, "There's some flame for yah." Willie 
didn't pay any mind to Jeff; he stood watching the burning 
mansion for a moment and then moved a short-ways from 
us. 
Jeff and I started across the lawn. There were already a 
few people from nearby helping to carry out the invalid and 
very old people from the Davis place. The volunteers didn't 
seem to know whether to start working the pumps or to go 
in to help get the old people to safety. Then one of the 
volunteers took charge and told the others to forget the 
pumps until more young men arrived from town. 
But the pumps rested idle in the heat and the brilliant 
glow of the flaming mansion for only a few minutes. People 
began arriving by the hundreds: they converged on the 
blazing Davis place like moths moving toward a gigantic 
crackling flame. Quite a few helped at first. But then, the 
wind, blowing from the river, came rustling up through the 
walnut and pine trees and the fire was spreading fast. It was 
becoming dangerous work to go in to that mansion, and 
certainly not work for married men. Before long only four 
or five young single men shuttled back and forth between 
the brightly lit front lawn and the house. The pumps were 
started. Two hose streams arched through the sky and the 
fire-light like roman candles. 
I lost track of Jeff and didn't see Willie again until the 
mayor, who had been helping Sister Cathie and the Doctor, 
stepped out into the clearing on the lawn and spoke above 
the steady mumble and clatter of the onlookers and the 
roar of the flames. "As near as we can figure, there are 
three people unaccounted for," the mayor shouted. "I can't 
ask the men who have saved all these unfortunate people 
-" he moved his hand almost imperceptably - "I can't ask 
them, or any man, to go back in there again. But we think 
the building will hold for another five to ten minutes. If 
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anyone wants to try to get them out, to save them, well, 
God bless'em... " 
When the mayor's voice left off, no one seemed able to 
move a muscle. And for all the roar of the flames, I don't 
think I heard anybody make a sound, not even the 
womenfolk. Then a boy about seventeen started out across 
the lawn, but a state patrolman grabbed him by the arm 
and led him back. And then one of the five men who had 
been helping stood up, turned up the collar of hi jacket, 
and started toward the mansion. Smoke was pouring from 
the doorway. A he walked in, a murmur arose from the 
thick milling ring of nlooker . 
It was then that I aw Willie Pritchett walking toward the 
fir engine. He grabbed a tarpaulin jacket from the cat and 
pushed both arm into it in one m tion. He picked up a 
steel helm t, pull d it down on hi head and strode at a 
rapid heavy pace aero s the lawn into th blazing hous . 
Another murmur came from the crowd as Willie en tcred 
that door; a murmur somehow different from any I had 
heard earlier that night. It was filled with nervousness. The 
sound didn't start; it just suddenly was. It was the kind of 
muffled cry you hear at a football game when the crowd 
sees an injured star who is not expected to play come into a 
game that appears to be lost. 
But it seemed to me kind of odd that people should, after 
four strange years - strange for Willie, at any rate - that 
they should so spontaneously remember the Willie Pritchett 
who came back one day in nineteen fifty-two from the war 
in Korea and who was welcomed in the courthouse square 
by the mayor and a ten piece band when he got off the bus 
from Fort Knox. Most of the people who watched Willie 
walk into that dark smoking doorway must have been there 
that day. They cheered for a long time after Willie got off 
that bus. And they were real friendly and generous to Willie 
during that time right after he got home. 
Mat Malborne, the Judge's brother, gave Willie a good job 
at the bank and everyone invited Willie to their homes for 
dinner and the children ran along beside him in the streets. 
He couldn't have been more than twenty two years old 
when he got back. He had been away more than four years. 
He had done a lot of fighting and he had seen a lot of 
killing. And he had killed a lot of people. But Willie 
Pritchett had come home and he was glad to be home. 
Willie had been a good soldier and he had killed a lot of 
people and his commanders thought he was a good soldier. 
They had given him two medals and Willie was proud of 
them. Willie had operated one of those gasoline flame 
throwers. 
Willie wore his uniform for awhile after he got home, like 
many of the boys did, and of course people asked him 
where he got his medals and he told them, grinning, "In the 
war." 
A little later they asked him why he got his medals. Willie 
said, "For killin' Gooks." He smiled. He was sure the 
townspeople were proud of him - and they were. They 
would slap him on the back and say, "Good boy, Willie," 
and if they were in a bar they would argue over who was 
going to pay for Willie's drink. 
Willie hadn't been in the burning Davis place for more 
than thirty seconds when something exploded or a .ceiling 
timber dropped on the third floor and orange sparks 
showered down from two fire-filled windows. The on­
lookers moved back, tensed, and except for the roar of the 
flames the country side would have been silent. A figure 
emerged from the smoke in the doorway carrying someone 
wrapped in a bright-colored blanket. There was a long low 
ound from the onlookers. The man stumbled across the 
lawn, lowered the blanket to the ground, tried to straighten 
up hi body as he took a step forward, and then collapsed 
beside the unconscious man he had just brought from the 
house. 
Willie was still in the house. The same Willie who dr nk 
the bourbon everyone argued to buy him tho e first few 
week when they were asking him about the war and wer 
so proud to have him back horn and happy' to cc that he 
liked being back home. 
Then they asked him how he got his medals. This must 
have been what Willie wanted to tell - like he used to tell 
about how the team won basketball games. Willie probably 
remembered how people had gathered around him to hear 
about the out-of-town ball games. So he smiled and started 
to tell stories about the different famous hills he had killed 
Koreans on and how many he and his teammate, Mike -
and later somebody else - had killed and how and when 
they had killed them. He would drink his bourbon and tell 
stories of how he had crawled up to Korean pillboxes and 
how Mike stuck the nozzle of the flame thrower into the 
opening in the concrete; and when he told what happened 
when he pulled the flame lever - how the Gooks started 
screaming and trying to get out - his lips would jump back 
over his square white teeth and he would laugh. They say 
he especially laughed hard when he told how funny the 
Gooks looked when he and Mike caught them in the open 
with the gasoline flame thrower, how they ran around 
flapping their arms like ducks with clipped fiery feathers 
trying to fly. Willie told lots of stories. And he was sure 
they were good because he had told them many times 
before; while he was still fighting then in the hospital and 
later on the boat coming back home. 
Perhaps it was because Willie was so sure his stories were 
good that he was so hard put to determine why it was he 
found fewer and fewer people to tell his stories to. He 
probably thought at first he was repeating himself. There 
were ways to find out if he was and he probably tried them. 
He wasn't. Yet people only looked at him kind of strange 
when he started to tell a story about the North Koreans. 
Sometimes one of them would try to interrupt him with 
talk about crops and weather and politics. Willie was 
probably pretty damn bewildered. 
People looking at Willie kind of had the look of a farmer 
on Saturday night looking into the eyes of a hired hand he 
knows he's underpaying. But they didn't look at Willie this 
way when he walked out through the billowing smoke in 
the Davis doorway carrying the old woman in his tarpaulin 
jacket - stepping out of the blazing house onto the lawn as 
if he thought it was a nice spring day and he was on his way 
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to Sunday church. He laid the unconscious woman down 
near Sister Cathie and the Doctor, remained stooping over 
her for a full fifteen seconds. hands on his knees. Then he 
stood up and walked over to one of the volunteers working 
a hose. He wet the tarpaulin jacket on the hose-stream and 
put it on again. He leaned forward talking to the fireman, 
while his hand dug deep in his pocket. I thought at first 
he was burned, but he was reaching for a handkerchief. 
He wet the handkerchief and tied it around his face. 
The fireman put out an arm to stop him, but Willie pushed 
it aside and walked toward the door again. ''Better not go 
back in thar, Willie , or thar'll be two not comin' out," one 
of the other fireman shouted ; but Willie kept right on 
walking toward the doorway, the firelight glistening on his 
wet jacket until he was in the doorway and disappeared 
int the heavy rnokc. 
The house was burning like a hay stack in August when 
Willie went back in to get the last one out . There was 
nothing we could do e. cept watch the glowing fire and 
maybe pray for Willie - pray for him like we did down at 
church when we heard during the war that Willie was 
missing after an attack on one of those big hills. It was right 
after he was found that they gave him his medals and he 
came back home. 
I don't know how many months passed before people 
started avoiding Willie in earnest, nor do I know exactly 
what was going on in the minds of the townspeople. 
Willie kept working at the bank for about a year and then 
up and left town. Within six months he was back. Some 
folks said, "bad penny," but I don't think that's what they 
really meant. I saw him the day he got back. In fact I saw 
him get off the bus. Right off I noticed something strange 
about him. He didn't seem to take notice of anything or 
anybody. He just stepped off the bus and without once 
looking to the right or left walked straight across the square 
to the Helm Hotel. I don't know where he had been, but I 
know it makes no difference. 
I didn't see much of Willie after that time because, except 
for once, he'd quit coming in Mert's. They say, though, that 
he took to drinking pretty heavy - heavier than before he 
left town. They say he acted pretty sullen and didn't seem 
to want to talk to anybody, at least not until late at night 
when he had a lot of whiskey in him. Then he would try to 
tell his stories about the war. But they say he acted 
different about his stories after he got back. 
Willie had never been one to plead anything or to do 
anything for which apologizing might be necessary. But 
they say that sometimes after a lot of drinking late at night 
- when he found that nobody would want to listen to him 
- he would kind of lose control of himself and, in a fury, 
demand that somebody listen to whatever he had to say. 
And if no one would, he just talked to their backs or the 
empty air. He would sometimes go into a rage like one of 
the old Holy Men. One night not many months before the 
fire Willie came reeling in to Mert's, his face as red as a 
fresh-cut side of beef, his eyes bulging and red like his face, 
and he was shouting loud. He wasn't so much telling a story 
about the war as he was living it, and he was cursing in a 
way we don't ordinarily hear around town. Nobody knew 
exactly how to act or what to do. Somebody grabbed hold 
of him to calm him down but he broke away and ran 
toward the bright glaring nickelodean back in the corner 
but tripped and fell across a table and rolled to the floor 
before he reached it. He lay there in the long shadows and 
stripes of colored light, savagely pounding the floor with his 
fists. Then he started crying. We could hear it now and then 
above the blaring music. He didn't cry like he was really 
breaking down but more like a little boy cries who's been 
whipped for something he really did. 
After that night I didn't hear of Willie losing control of 
himself again. The few times I saw him between that night 
and the night of the fire he looked fairly calm. There was a 
uniquencs about the calm way Willie looked that l noted 
at the time but wasn't able to grasp. When J saw Willie walk 
back into the mansion the second time, it seemed a little 
clearer. Willie had the calm look of a racch orse standing 
alone in open pasture quietly sniffing the scents in the air. 
Down under the calm, so far down you could barely notice 
it, there was a tension. 
When the coupola of the old blazing mansion gave way 
and fell with a great rumble into the four walls, Willie was 
not out. Most of the women screamed and the men 
involuntarily raised their arms stiffly from their elbows and 
squeezed the hot night air in their fists. None of us thought 
we would ever see Willie again. But less than ten seconds 
after the crash he came walking out into the hot bright light 
on the lawn moving toward the thick semicircle of towns­
people facing the blazing mansion. Two men were moving 
fast toward him to help with the old man he was carrying. 
When they took old Garrett from his arms, Willie stopped 
dead in his tracks, stood still for a moment facing the 
crowd; stood, wheeled around slowly, like a bear, and 
started walking back in the direction of the smoking 
doorway, which was now glowing blue with the light of the 
flames behind it. 
I don't think anyone realized that Willie intended to go 
back in that house until he was about ten feet from the 
hot-glowing door. Then the whole semicircle lurched for­
ward like a ocean wave and a fireman yelled, "Willie, hey, 
Willie, ain't nobody else in thar ! " and nearly all the town 
folks started yelling his name, "Willie! Willie!" He turned, 
still moving toward the doorway, and looked back, with the 
light from above striking the top of his head and the strong 
ridge of his nose, and his eyes looked blankly at the town 
folks, or calmly, and then he disappeared into the swirling 
blue and orange colored smoke. People shouted after him, 
"Willie! Willie! Willie!" until the sound of the more than 
thousand voices repeating his name was like the frantic 
chirping of a million grasshoppers. Then suddenly you 
couldn't hear the voices. They were swallowed up in a 
deafening roar that shook the night air. For :.i. second, the 
black charred facade of the Davis Place quivered like a tent 
flap in the wind. Then the quivering stopped, and the 
facade stood still. The roar stopped. Slowly, gradually, the 
second and third stories of the Davis Place started to 
crumble - the sky exploded light - and the resounding din 
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of crashing timber and brick ripped through the heat out 
across the lawn and went rushing through the pine and 
walnut trees down to the river and came echoing back. 
The next day I went back around to the gutted Davis 
Place. The sun beat down on the black jagged walls, 
fingering the smoking ruins. It was quiet. They had found 
Willie's charred body. Until it was covered people came and 
looked briefly and furtively at Willie and after they had put 
a tarpaulin over Willie people came and just looked at the 
tarpaulin. 'Poor Willie Pritchett," people said and they 
walked away talking about Willie when he wa a boy and 
how long they had known him and about things he had 
done before the war. 
While th pe pie in t wn talked about Willie the firemen 
earched in the m ldcring ruins for another body. incc it 
didn't sc rn pas iblc that Willie hadn't heard u shout that 
there w s no one else in the Davis Place, we all supposed 
that he knew about somebody else being in there , some­
body we didn't know about. The firemen kept looking until 
four in the afternoon. They found no one. They decided 
there couldn't have been anyone else in the mansion. That 
night down at Mert's people said, "Too bad about Willie ," 
and looked into their beer glasses. 
It wasn't for three days or so that anybody asked, "Why 
do you suppose Willie went back into the Davis Place?" 
Then it got to be something of a fad; everybody asked 
everybody else, ''Why do you suppose Willie Pritchett went 
back in the Davis Place?" But no one tried to answer the 
question nor did anyone speak of Willie except to ask the 
question. 
I met Judge Malborne coming out of the courthouse the 
morning of Willie's funeral. We passed "Hellos" and stood 
in the shade of an equestrian statue of old Martin Davis and 
talked about the fire and the history of the Davis Place. The 
judge was kind of a local Thucydides - or Xenophon. 
Then the Judge said , looking real serious and interested, 
"Why do you suppose Willie Pritchett, after saving every­
body who was to be saved - " 
"Judge," I said, and that's all I said. And the Judge hung 
fire and looked at me hard with those judge's eyes for 
about as long as it takes a kid to start a piece of paper on 
fire with a magnifying glass on a hot summer day, and then 
he left off looking, turned his head to one side and lowered 
it a little and seemed to give all his attention to a long 
jagged crack left by the winter on the new sidewalk as if I 
had just pointed it out to him. 
"Politician's concrete?" I asked, not expecting an answer 
from a man studying so. But after a time, he said, 
"Nature," though he didn't raise his eyes or his head. 
Then he was through studying. He looked up , slowly, and 
his face seemed less like that of a man who had spent more 
than half his life behind the bench than that of a man who 
stands alone and for the first time in front of it. But the 
Judge wasn't alone; I was with him, and I wasn't alone. 
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He asked, "Are you on your way?" And I told him I was, 
and he asked if he might walk along with me. Neither the 
Judge nor I said anything else as we walked in the cool of 
the morning to the cemetery. 
The funeral was simple after all. The Legion Post up in 
Louisville had wired down that it might be nice, since Willie 
had been a war hero and had died saving his townspeople, if 
we had some sort of military ceremony. They said they 
would send some Legion men in uniform with some flags 
and guns to fire a salute when Willie was lowered into the 
ground. Whether somebody wired back aying "No," or 
whether n body bothered answering, I don't know , but no 
u,1iformed Lcgionaircs were at the funeral. It was very 
implc. eacon Hackett's sermon was very short, and 
Willie's body was in the ground within fifteen minutes. The 
w men cried , and 1t seemed they to k longer to stop than 
usu al. The men didn ' t speak , except to comment on the 
weather, as they walked in small groups from the cemetery 
back to town. 
At noon in Reese 's Pharmacy I heard Jim Buchannin 
saying to Hoyt Hazlip and a group of other fellows from 
over at the Rehandler's Warehouse that Willie Pritchett had 
gone back into the Davis Place to get a picture his mother 
had given him the Christmas before she died. I didn't talk 
to Jim myself, nor did I want to. 
During the afternoon I heard a few more stories very 
much like Jim's but his was the one that stuck. By that 
evening people were talking pretty freely about Willie again. 
It was almost like the air escape on a pressure cooker had 
popped off. Everyone was talking about when Willie was a 
boy and saying how long they had known him and telling 
about things he had done before the war. 
Willie hadn't been in the ground more than five days 
when the heat wave and the threat to the burley crop 
replaced him as the main topic of conversation. People still 
talked about him and the fire, but not much. Within six 
months, a stranger, drinking a bottle of city beer in Allen's 
or Mert's, listening to the men at the bar, wouldn't have 
known that anybody by the name of Willie Pritchett had 
ever lived. 
Today, though, it would be hard for anyone to pass 
through town without knowing about Willie Pritchett. 
Though people hadn't talked about Willie for a long time, 
one nice day late in the summer, right after the new war 
started, somebody brought up Willie's name again. It was 
Judge Malbome. He was giving a Defense Bonds talk on the 
courthouse square loudspeaker system, and he mentioned 
Willie and how proud the whole town was of him. Pretty 
soon people were saying, "Too bad we don't have more 
young fellas like Willie around now a'days," and everyplace 
you look now when you walk around the square, in all the 
store windows, you can see Willie's photograph showing 
him wearing his neatly-pressed uniform and the two medals 
the general gave at Seoul before they sent him home. 
Mark 
Wehrstein 
s Friend, down here in Inevitably Mammoth Motors, 
u'll find that we have a car for your kind in mind, 
ith an impossibly long line of intermittant payments 
f only all you make for the rest of your life, and so 
·ricnd, let me tell you so l 'll know that if you do 
we'll be ready at the end of the road to outfit you 
and yours and ours and theirs in what has to be the 
finest of them all in the last of a series of never 
ending installments which I'm sure you've gotten to 
before but never quite realized as far as the rose on 
the end of your nose as plain on your face ~ the dawn 
of a new day yesterday, today and tom rrow nex t week , 
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&Dad Stuart Ehrlich Everytimc my parents go on vacation somewhere they take out these tremendous insurance policies naming me as thebeneficiary. 
I tell them that I don't want their money but it's no use. 
Everytime they go away they send me those policies. 
How can you leave on a two-thousand dollar vacation hoping 
to die mid-trip? 
I just don't under tand. 
Maybe they arc trying to tell me that they want me to 
remember them for their money. 
I hope they know that's not the truth. 
Sometime [ am home and I get to take them to the dock or 
the airport to leave for their vacation. 
Everybody cries. 
I don't understand that either. 
If they are going to leave and enjoy themselves for a 
couple of weeks how come they have to cry? 
One time I thought they were crying for happy but I was 
wrong. 
They cry just to be crying. 
Spending a whole Bon Voyage party, with all those good 
sandwiches and things, crying, telling me to take 
care of myself, the policy will be in the mail any day 
now. 
n 
s like his ii£ er e 
uess I mean the of his Ii e. 
i teen hours a day 111 that animal factory wit nothing to 
show c.·ccpt a cramped-up back and a guaranteed six 
hours Jeep with no tossing and turning. 
I'm thinking about how trapped he is. 
Maybe he doesn't know that he's trapped. 
If he doesn't know that he's trapped then maybe he isn't. 
If you know what I mean. 
There isn't anything he can do to make himself feel better 
except maybe throw away all his responsibilities and 
maybe kill my mother. 
I hope that he doesn't do that. 
The family would never forgive him. 
I don't see him very often anymore. 
That's not right cause it makes him sad not to see me. 
Maybe it's cruel to stay away so much but it's kind of hard 
to look at him and see how very tired he is of himself. 
I guess that's why I don't go to see him very often. 
I guess I know that my eyes will give me away. 
I don't want him to know that I know. 
I don't want to make him sadder. 
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a. 187 photos, 16 full color, illustrate this manual of sexual 
lovemaking; arranged in conjunction with textual elucida­
tion of precoital stimulation, building of passion, various 
coital positions, more. Softbound 8-1/2 X 11 4.88 
The downtown door labelled "You must be twenty one" 
.glides slowly open with an esoteric squeak to silent 
"monks" meditating in front of the stacks of holy writ -
lined up on wide altars, immer ed in plastic - a somewhat 
sinister looking deacon crushes a butt on the counter, bored 
between the rack . Cheap tile floor. Heavy breathing in the 
back room. The sacred and once forbidden relics are 
e amined. 
b. Pierre rinaldi photos portray the varied positions of 
se ual love with an extraordinarily handsome couple posed 
in the nude; poetic text by Clyde McKuen; 70 Full Color 
Full Page Photos; available to adults 21/over. 9.95 
1. "Poetic text?!" An esthetic perspective. Maybe I'll just 
buy this. But I never was much good at poetry ... but 
these (gasp) pictures ough tta help. 
2. Poetry is the imaginative expression of strong feeling, 
usually rhythmical ... The spontaneous overflow of power­
ful feelings, recollected in tranquility: Wordsworth. 
3. Profanity in saran wrap. 
c. Examines history and techniques of male and female 
masturbatory practices including physical aspects and the 
erotic fantasies employed. Filled with remarkable case 
histories. 
1. I wanna girl just like the girl that married dear ol ... 
2. "Daddy's home!" 
"Honey, I'm home! Hi kids." 
"Daddy, did you bring me something?!" 
"No, this is just for Daddy." 
"Can I see it, Daddy?!'' 
"Now just settle down some ... go finish watching TV." 
"But Daddy, I ..." 
"Siddown and shuddup, damn it!'' 
"Waaaaaaaaaaaah ! !! " 
"Oh Hell." 
d. A major breakthrough in sex education. Unlocks the 
treasures of sexual pleasure with the aid of over 150 actual 
photos in full color and monochrome of a married couple 
engaged in sexual intercourse positions. An extraordinarily 
detailed text. The most sophisticated modern and up-to­
date marriage manual ever written. 
1. Now at last you can possess the relics. 
Now at last you can have what you could not have 
before. 
2. "But Daddy, I wanna see what's inside the sack!" 
"Nothing's in the sack ... nothing at all." 
The monotony of this monachism-of-the-absurd is what 
annoys most. Standing, studying, looking, standing, study­
ing. All kinds of people. They have forsaken, at least 
temporarily, their lives outside these walls. Tremendous 
devotion. Never seen anything like it. Those of this particu­
lar order travel incognito; enter the outside world disguised 
as janitors, businessmen, pushers, bums, schoolteachers, and 
even a few Gimbergian disciples. All with one goal in mind, 
perhaps: 
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e. Squeeze! squeeze! squeeze! All the morning long; I 
squeezed that sperm until I found myself almost melted 
into it; I squeezed that sperm till a strange sort of insanity 
came over me; and I found myself squeezing my colaborers 
hands in it, mistaking their hands for the gentle globules. 
Such an abounding affectionate friendly, loving feeling did 
this avocation beget; that at last I was continually squeezing 
their hands, and looking up into their eyes sentimentally as 
much as to say, - Oh! My dear fellow beings, why should 
we longer cherish any social acerbities, or know the slight­
e t ill humor or envy! omc; let us squeeze hands all round; 
m y, let u all squeeze ourselves into each other; let us 
squeeze our elves universally int the very milk and sperm 
of human kindness. Herman Melville/Moby Dick 
1. Karl Marx aid if differently. 
2. The spontaneous overflow. 
3. 'But Daddy . . . " 
l saw a lot of magazin~s with pictures of people grinning 
and naked, holding things (bananas) in front of their faces 
and/or slavering. They mirrored the people reading them. 
Each book was a parody ofits reader. 
f. Mania: n. 1. An inordinately intense desire of enthu­
siasm for something; craze. 
l."Look at those tits," he said, reverently. 
"Look at those tits," he said, eagerly. 
"Look at those tits," he said, flippantly. 
"Look at those tits," he said, arrogantly. 
"Look at those tits," he said, casually. 
"Look at those tits," he said, passionately. 
"Look at those tits," he said, angrily. 
"Look at those tits," he said, dreamily. 
"Look at those tits," he said, foolishly. 
"Look at those tits," he said, doubtfully. 
"Look at those tits," he said, offensively. 
"Look at those tits," he said, bravely. 
"Look at those tits," he aid, urgently. 
"Look at those tits," he said, redundantly. 
"Look at those tits," he said, clerically. 
"Look at those tits," he said, laically. 
"Look at those tits," he said, metaphorically. 
"Look at those tits," he said, painfully. 
"Look at those tits," he said, philosophically. 
g. Unexpurgated eyewitness account of love and sex 
behind the Iron Curtain incl. China, East Germany, and 
Russia. Only 2. 98 
1. Dear Sirs: 
Have just received irrefutable proof that the Reds are 
behind the whole thing. 
2. "Daddy, if you don't let me see what's in the sack I'll 
... " "Good God! He's doing it! How embarrassing! 
Now cut that out dammit. I said stop it!" 
h. Cinema X: "Keep It In The Family" plus "Sex As You 
Like It" 
1. Incest is best. 
2. tits & ass & tits & ass & tits & ass & tits & ass & tits 
3. I wanna girl just like the girl ... 
i. Black and White: magazine: 2 lesbians nude embracing, 
afro american and caucasian. 
j. "It is recognized that early infantile sexual life reache 
its peak in what is known a the Oedipus comple .." Freud. 
1. You 're obvious! y under arrest. 
You've obviously been arrested. 
k. The Oral Generation: film: a revealing portrait of the 
new liberated woman. 
1. Plainly enough, woman is not liberated, but now wears 
a longer leash. 
Here is Mound Kailash on which sits Siva the Destroyer 
wearing a necklace of human skulls. 
1. Siva's molls? 
2. Which one is your mother? 
3. Who is she? 
m. The history of all hitherto existing (written) society is 
the history of ass struggles. 
n. . ..create a psyche in which the past and the dead are 
continually present, a live unity in which a god can have an 
animal head, obscenity has protective powers, a centaur 
teaches wisdom, a mermaid love, most action is ritual ... 
1. "Lood at those tits," he said, sincerely. 
2. "Helldamnshit. The kid's really doing it. Alright. You 
win. ['11 show you what's in the sack. Here." (Removes it) 
(The child scans the cover, retreats ...) "That lady looks 
like Mommy ... '' 
o. An affirmative view of the new morality crammed 
with case histories, the new sex code for teenagers, the 
college campus, wife swapping, office wives, in fidelity, 
incest, illegitimacy, pre-planned sex orgies, etc., all detailed 
with astonishing candor. Only 2. 98 
1.Each magazine seems its reader. 
The order is unbroken; the "gospel" spreads. 
p. If we agree to conceive of all acts of mutual .aid and 
assistance as barter or exchange, it will be evident that all 
living together is a continuous exchange of such aid and 
that the degree of its intimacy depends upon its frequency .. 
However, the character of these relationships is determined 
by the underlying motives involved. 
1. "Look at those tits," he said, bestially. 
"Look at those tits," he said, piously. 
"Look at those tits," he said, ultimately. 
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Ground Zero Bruce Pilgrim 
Oregon Jones climbed stairs badly. He walked like an 
arthritic kangaroo normally and on stairs he stumbled at 
regular intervals. 
When he reached the third floor, he went straight for the 
men's room. He proceeded into the first stall and began 
reading. lt was the usual fuck you blow me sort of thing 
adorned with imaginative illustration . He tried the ne t 
stall. omeone had initiated an extended discu sion of 
re lity, qu ting D cart s and Rus ell. The vari us r plies 
cover d all four walls. everal additi nal pages were taped 
to the b ttom rim of the stall. Oregon spent about an hour 
reading it critically. 
The last stall consisted of a number of girl's names and 
telephone numbers along with subjective remarks about 
their respective specialties. Oregon committed several of 
these to memory and left the room. 
Oregon Jones was the author of an unpublished book: 
Shithouse Literature, 1965-70. He was the foremost scholar 
of this new literary form. He'd found that Liberal Arts 
colleges had the most creative graffiti, ( a word he hated), 
with public restaurants and filling stations ranking next. 
Business offices rated a special category for quiet 
desperation. For example: "What if the place you are now 
sitting on were Ground Zero?" 
He completed his survey on the fourth floor. It was 
mostly odd professorial obscenities-the rantings of frus­
trated 20th Century philosophers. Oregon made a few notes 
on the overall theme of the building and got on the down 
elevator. 
Two students got on with him, One was pulling the other 
on a leash. The master student gave stern orders to the 
other punctuated by sharp jerks on the leash. The dog 
student responded with whimpers and growls. Oregon 
attempted conversation. 
"You boys in a fraternity?" 
The dog student turned and growled. The master kicked 
him. 
"Stop it Rover. No, we're not in a fraternity." 
"Oh." 
Oregon followed them out of the building. The master 
pulled Rover to a group of people standing around a 
fountain. Everyone came up and petted Rover, shaking his 
hand. Then the master had him roll over, play dead and 
fetch a stick. They all agreed that he was very smart and 
Rover sat smiling, his tongue panting regularly. Oregon left 
as soon as he could. 
On his way to the next building, a young girl with pen 
and paper stopped him. 
"Wanna sign a petition?" 
"What's it for?" 
"I don't know yet. C'mon, are you gonna sign or not?" 
Oregon signed three names he'd seen in the men's room. 
He didn't think they'd mind. The girl thanked him and 
continued her canvassing. 
As he entered the ground floor john, he was irritated to 
find it crowded. He'd have to wait to do his reading in 
private. He went back outside and sat down on the floor. 
Rover and his master came by. The master made Rover sit 
and warned him not to go away. Then he went into the 
john. Rover laid down on the floor across from Oregon and 
sighed. 
In about ten minutes the restroom was cleared, students 
hurrying to class. Oregon went in and began to read. The 
stalls had recently been painted, so he had to look very 
closely to decipher what still showed through the paint. 
Someone came in. 
'The fuse is set for 3 a.m. No n will be around then to 
get hurt." 
"Right on. Blow up a shithouse for the Revolution." 
Oregon was horrified. What a loss to literature. It was bad 
enough that they'd painted over the stalls, but blow them 
up? He waited until they left and searched the room. He 
01ily skimmed the walls, since they were mostly obliterated. 
Finding no trace of a bomb, he rushed to an inter-campus 
telephone. 
"This is a recording. Everyone has gone home for the day. 
At the tone, you will have fifteen seconds to leave your 
message." 
He hung up. He considered calling the security office. 
What if they searched the whole campus and found noth­
ing? He might be arrested for making a bomb threat. That 
would interrupt his work. He'd have to find it himself. 
Oregon played detective. If they didn't want to hurt 
anyone, the bomb had to be in a classroom, not a dorm 
building. Ruling out the building he'd just read, that left 
seven to search. He looked at his watch. 5:00. Plenty of 
time. 
The second floor john revealed no bomb but lots of 
interesting reading. One entire stall was covered with haiku 
poetry and limericks. He read carefully, editing as he went. 
The other johns in the building held nothing of interest. 
He left the building and headed across the commons to 
the Fine Arts hall. He was hurrying in his crippled style and 
didn't see Rover lying in the grass. Oregon's body described 
a parabola through the air, culminating in a crash with a 
tree. He got up slowly and was assessing his wounds when 
he heard a low growl. Rover was readying himself to spring. 
Oregon ran, but Rover caught him easily, biting him on the 
shoulder. Oregon fell again. Rover went for his jugular. 
They struggled. Oregon kept punching Rover's face, but the 
boy wouldn't give up. His eyes were yellow fire. The eyes 
flickered and closed. The master had come. 
Rover lay unconscious and Oregon got up. The master 
lent him a handkerchief and an apology. 
"Sorry, man. Rover's not really vicious. He thought you 
were attacking me." 
Oregon looked at him, then at Rover. He handed back the 
bloody handkerchief and walked away. Inside the Fine Arts 
john, he sat down on the first toilet. It was several minutes 
before he remembered his mission. The wall on his right 
displayed an erotic fresco, done in oils. A beautiful girl was 
having sexual congress with an oversized lizard. It was titled 
"man's best friend." There were several flaws but Oregon 
photographed it anyway. He skimmed the rest of the room. 
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Nothing but a lot of overdone poems. Someone had written 
the entire third act of Macbeth on one wall. He tried very 
hard to think of a reason, but failed. 
The building was rich in artistic flair. Oregon knew it 
would make a fine addition to his lastest book-Up Against 
The Wall. He was gratified to find no evidence of the bomb 
in the Fine Arts building. He hoped it would be in a science 
building, or business administration. 
Oregon checked his watch. 7:30. Plenty of time. He went 
into the cafeteria and ordered two hamburgers. The woman 
behind the counter unwrapped two brown slabs of meat, 
and slapped them on the grill. He looked at her. She 
resembled the girl n the painting in the Fine Arts building, 
san lizard. 
Oregon stifled an impulse to ask her if she'd ever 
modeled. He paid for his food, and sat down at an empty 
table. The hamburgers were very tough; his throat was 
reluctant to swallow them, but hunger conquered taste. He 
lit a cigarette and leaned back in his chair, watching the 
approaching student. 
The student was tall, neatly dressed and carrying a 
suitcase and a lunch tray. He passed up several empty tables 
and sat down with Oregon. 
"Hey, man, wanna buy some dope?" 
"What is it?" 
"Well, I tell people it's LSD, but it's mostly stricknine." 
"How much do you want for it?" 
"Five dollars a packet." 
Oregon bought all the student had. He said goodbye and 
entered the closest restroom. It took four times to flush it 
all down the toilet. He sat down and began to cry. He fell 
asleep. 
He was crawling on all fours with a dozen other people. 
Each of them wore a number on their backs. Every few 
minutes one of them would be dragged away and put into a 
starting chute for a race. When they locked him in, he saw 
that he was right next to Rover. 
"Hey, man. Sorry about today. You alright?" 
"Just fine, Rover." 
A gun went off and the chutes opened. They all began 
running around the track. Oregon was last , he crawled 
worse than he walked. He noticed that the gun was still 
firing, at him. Always a little to the front of him when he 
moved, behind him when he stopped. He tried to move 
forward and backward at the same time. A bullet grazed his 
heel. 
When he woke up the room was dark and he couldn't 
remember where he was. He struck a match. He saw that he 
was still on the toilet and that it was after midnight. All the 
building would be locked, and he hadn't found the bomb 
yet. He tried hard to remember the map of the campus. The 
administration offices were above the cafeteria in the 
building he was in. The nearest john would be a good place 
to hide a bomb. 
He groped his way through the halls, running into tables 
and chairs. When he reached the second floor he had to 
rest. Rover had been very thorough. He made it into the 
john and turned on the light. 
Stall #l was totally blank. Likewise stall #2. Stall #3 
contained two things: a song parody en titled "It's Begin­
ning to look a lot like Auchwitz," and the bomb. 
Oregon read the parody, adding another verse. He hung 
up his coat. The bomb was crude, but well-built. Carefully, 







Along a single thread 
in a single shadow, 
three dark missiles 
cross the Crow Hill sky; 
Over the Crow Hill sky, 
three tubular swifts 
flick their sickle wings 
in a single shadow. 
In a single shadow 
quick with portent, 
tubular and terrible 
the swifts cross the sky. 
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